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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

 Friday, 21st day of February, 2014 

                                            T.S NO-434/2007 

           Md Gazi Rahaman  V/S  The State of Assam and others 

 

This suit coming on for argument on -3/2/14 in presence of:- 

    Mr. K. M Hussain                                            LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr. A.K Pradhani                                            LD     Advocate for defendant  

    Mr. S. Hussain                                                LD advocate for the Pro- defendant 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

                             “This is a suit for declaration. Correction of records, khas 

possession” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that  Late Mozibar Munshi was original owner of land 
measuring an area of 8B-3K-12L and said land covered by dag no-438(3B-2K-8L), Dag 
No-439(3K-10L) and Dag No-4B-2K-14L of khatian no-25. That said Mozibar Munshi sold 
land measuring an area of 2B-3K-9L from dag no-554 to Naima Khatun, Gagu Miah, 
Abdul Kuddus Miah and Jinnat Bepari and delivered possession to them. That after 
selling land 2B-3K-9L of dag no-554 remaining 1B-4K-5L was inherited by plaintiff and 
proforma defendant no-1. That proforma defendant no-1 accepted her share in the 
other land of deceased Mozibar Munshi and disclaimed her share in favor of plaintiff 
for land of dag no-554. Thus plaintiff become sole owner of land measuring an area of 
1B-4K-5L of dag no-554 and said land described in schedule A of plaint. That 
Mankarchar P.H.E defendant no-5 had purchased land of dag no-555 of khatian no-193 
and dag no-556 of khatian no-7 and said purchased land situated adjacent to the land 
of dag no-554 of plaintiff. But defendant no-5 illegally got recorded land measuring an 
area of 7B-4K-17L in dag no-1740/1673 including the land of dag no-554 of plaintiff. 
The plaintiff and his sisters approached the defendants for correction and 
modification of records but defendant turn deaf ear. Subsequently the plaintiff in two 
occasions served notice under -80 of C.P.C against the defendants for correction of 
records but the defendants not took any actions in regards to the notice of plaintiff. 
That defendant erected building over A schedule land during he year 2005-2006 and 
plaintiff issued notice to defendant no-5 for removing such illegal construction but 
the defendant not take any actions. Hence the plaintiff compelled to file this suit 
against the defendant for declaration of his right over A schedule land along with 
other reliefs. 
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           In this case though the principal defendants received notice but they 

failed to submit written statement and case proceeded against them without written 
statement by giving them an opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses of plaintiff 
side on law point. 

2. Proforma defendant no-1 contested the suit by filling written statement 
cum counter claim both in law and facts. The proforma defendant no-1/counter 
claimant pleaded that plaintiff and proforma defendant no-1 are son and daughter of 
deceased of Mozibar Munshi and accordingly as per Muslim Law the proforma 
defendant no-1 is entitled to 1/3 share of the suit land. That father of proforma 
defendant no-1 left 8B-3K-12L of land and she never given her share as the plaintiff 
alleged in the plaint. That plaintiff is not the sole owner of dag no-554 as described 
in schedule A of plaint. That P.H.E, Mankarchar(the defendant no-5) without any 
valid document recorded the land 7B-4K-17L covered by dag no-1740/1673. Hence 
upon the above proforma defendant prayed her share over suit land along with other 
reliefs.  
 
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 
             ISSUES                             

1. Whether the suit maintainable? 
2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 
3. Whether proforma defendant no-1 relinquished her share in dag 

no-554(more specifically in suit land) in favor of plaintiff? 
4. Whether plaintiff has right, title and interest over suit A 

schedule land? 
5. Whether plaintiff is entitled to a decree for khas possession 

over schedule land by evicting the defendant No-1&2 and 
therefrom? 

6. Whether there is a cause of action for counter claim of the 
proforma defendant? 

7. Whether counter claimant have any right, title, interest over 
suit land? 

8. Whether plaintiff or the counter claimant are entitled to the 
reliefs as prayed for? 

9. To what other reliefs(if any) the parties are entitled? 
4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before 

the court. In the other hand proforma defendant  also adduces both oral and 
documentary evidences before this court.   

5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side. I 
have also perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences 
on records.   

 
                  DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 
 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NO-1:-    MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its 
present form. Defendant in the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and 
how the suit is not maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that 
defendant must raise all the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability 
of the suit. I also do not find anything in the suit which renders the suit is not 
maintainable. Hence the suit is maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative 
and in favor of the plaintiff. 
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7. ISSUE NO-2 CAUSE OF ACTION 
In the law, a cause of action is a set of facts sufficient to justify a right to sue to 
obtain money, property, or the enforcement of a right against another party. In other 
words cause of action can be defined as bundle of facts affirmed by one party and 
denied by the other. A cause of action in a civil suit, renders several sets of facts 
asserted by some body against other, which gave right to sue and when the parties in 
a civil suit successfully proves such facts in their favor that helps the parties to get 
judicial reliefs through competent court of jurisdiction. 
Plaintiff filed this suit claiming the defendant is a defaulter in respect of payment of rents to 
plaintiff. Plaintiff further pleaded that plaintiff and proforma defendant no-1 inherited the 
land left by her father Mozibar Munshi and subsequently the proforma defendant no-1 
relinquished her claim over land of dag no-554 of Khatian no-25 and accordingly plaintiff 
become sole owner of remaining land of dag no-554, but the defendants illegally got recorded 
the land of dag no-554 as their own and illegally constructed P.H.E, thereon. The principal 
defendants not contested the suit by filling written statement, but the proforma defendants 
submitted written statement cum counter claim in this suit and admitted the fact that suit A 
schedule land of plaint illegally got recorded by defendants and defendants also illegally 
constructed building thereon. The proforma defendant claimed her share of A schedule land 
contending that she never got any share from the land left by her deceased father named 
Late Mozibar Munshi.  
All the above pleadings of both sides reveals a bona-fide dispute between the parties and that 
dispute requires adjudication in this suit. The assertion of certain facts by plaintiff side and 
denial of such facts by defendants side make it ample clear that plaintiff has cause of action 
to instituted the suit as such this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
8. ISSUE NO-4&7 WHETHER PLAINTIFF AND COUNTER CLAIMANTS ARE HAVE RIGHT, 

TITLE, INTEREST OVER A SCHEDULE LAND 
Both issues are co-relates with each other and same in nature, that is why both issues 
are taken together for discussion and decision. In this case plaintiff pleaded that  Late 
Mozibar Munshi was original owner of land measuring an area of 8B-3K-12L and said 
land covered by dag no-438(3B-2K-8L), Dag No-439(3K-10L) and Dag No-4B-2K-14L of 
khatian no-25. And said Mozibar Munshi sold land measuring an area of 2B-3K-9L from 
dag no-554 to Naima Khatun, Gagu Miah, Abdul Kuddus Miah and Jinnat Bepari and 
delivered possession to them. It is further pleaded by the plaintiff after selling land 
2B-3K-9L of dag no-554 remaining 1B-4K-5L was inherited by plaintiff and proforma 
defendant no-1  and  proforma defendant no-1 accepted her share in the other land of 
deceased Mozibar Munshi and disclaimed her share in favor of plaintiff for land of dag 
no-554 and accordingly plaintiff become sole owner of land measuring an area of 1B-
4K-5L of dag no-554 and said land described in schedule A of plaint. That Mankarchar 
P.H.E defendant no-5 had purchased land of dag no-555 of khatian no-193 and dag no-
556 of khatian no-7 and said purchase land situated adjacent to the land of dag no-
554 of plaintiff. But defendant no-5 illegally got recorded land measuring an area of 
7B-4K-17L in dag no-1740/1673 including the land of dag no-554 of plaintiff. The 
plaintiff and his sisters approached the defendants for correction and modification of 
records but defendant turn deaf ear. Subsequently the plaintiff in two occasions 
served notice under -80 of C.P.C against the defendants for correction of records but 
the defendants not took any actions in regards to the notice of plaintiff. That 
defendant erected building over A schedule land during he year 2005-2006 and 
plaintiff issued notice to defendant no-5 for removing such illegal construction but 
the defendant not take any actions.  In the other hand proforma defendant in this 
case in her counter claim admitted the fact that suit land earlier belongs to her 
father named Mozibar Munshi but she denied the fact that she ever given any share 
from the land left by her father Mozibar Munshi  
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by plaintiff. The counter claimant further admitted the fact that defendants got 
recorded the suit A schedule illegally and erected building thereon. In this case 
proforma defendant pleaded her share from plaintiff and recovery of khas possession 
of suit A schedule land from defendants along with other reliefs.  
As we know the principal defendants did not submit written statement in this suit. So, 
the pleadings of plaintiff and counter claimants required to prove before this court. 
Before entering to the case of counter claimants let us discuss the fact as to how far 
the plaintiff proves his case before this court. In this case from the pleadings of both 
sides it has clear before the court that plaintiff in this suit already admitted the right, 
title, interest of counter claimants over suit  A schedule land. Only the fact  that 
proforma defendant accepted her share from elsewhere and disclaimed her share over 
suit A schedule land. So, right, title and interest of plaintiff and counter claimants 
over suit A schedule appears to be admitted from the pleadings of plaintiff and as per 
section-58 of Indian Evidence Act admitted fact need not proved further. Only the 
questions remains as to whether plaintiff gave share to counter claimants. Before 
deciding such fact let us discuss as whether plaintiff succeeds to prove the title of 
their predecessor named Late Mozibar Munshi over A schedule land and also the fact 
that plaintiff and proforma defendant inherited the suit A schedule land after death 
of their predecessor. Plaintiff side in this case have got the burden to prove the fact 
that he along with proforma defendant no-1 inherited the suit A schedule land and 
subsequently only plaintiff become sole owner of suit land but the defendants illegally 
got recorded recorded such land and illegally erected building thereon.   
In this case plaintiff being PW-1 submitted his examination in chief supporting the 
entire averments of plaint. PW-1 in his cross-examination deposes that he has not give  
any share to proforma defendant from suit land and he have no deed of 
relinquishment showing the fact that proforma defendant ever relinquished her share 
to him. DW-1 in her initial testimony proves same documents before court as plaintiff 
have exhibited in his testimony. The testimony of PW-1 and DW-1 remains unshaken 
and as it stand regarding the fact that defendants got illegally recorded their names 
over A schedule land and erected their building thereon. Because defendants side 
failed to appear before the court and cross-examined both the witnesses of plaintiff 
and proforma defendant no-1.  
 
In this case both PW-1 and DW-1 exhibited 9 numbers of documents and all the 
exhibited documents of both sides are identical. I have carefully gone through the 
oral and documentary evidence, where it is found that Ext-1 is the certified copy of 
Khatian no-25, Ext-2(1) to 2(3) are rent receipts, Ext-4 is the copy of notice under 
section-80 of C.P.C issued to defendants, Ext-5 is notice of Misc Case No-21/07, Ext-6 
is reply of notice, Ext-7 is the certified copy of Deed No-80/76, Ext-8 is certified copy 
of deed no-107/96 and Ext-9 is the certified copy of deed no-1814/1966. All the 
documentary evidences above conjointly proved the fact that Mozibar Munshi 
predecessor of plaintiff and proforma defendant was original owner of land measuring 
an area of 8B-3K-12L covered by dag no-438, 439 and 554 and subsequently said 
Mozibar Munshi sold land measuring an area 2B-3K-9L to Naima Khatun, Gaji Miah, 
Abdul Kuddus Miah and Jinna Bepari and their names of also recorded in the 
settlement records. The oral testimonies of PW-1 and DW-1 proves the fact that 
remaining land of dag no-554 of Khatian no-25 inherited by both of them after death 
of Mozibar Munshi. It further proved that against illegal recording of name over suit A 
schedule land notice was issued to defendants but the defendant turn deaf and not 
correct the records.  
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DW-3 in his cross-examination deposed that as per patta name of Mozibar, Abdul 
Kuddus, Naima, Gaji Miahh and Jinnat recorded. In dag no-554 land measuring an area 
of 4B-2K-14L recorded and in remarks column Mankarchar Hospital purchase such land 
through deed no-501, Vide Ext-7 is recorded. After careful perusal of Ext-7 document 
it has clear before the court that one Rahiton Bibi sold land measuring an area 1B-9L 
from dag no-476 of Khatian no-22 to Mankarchar P.H.E, whereas  suit A schedule land 
belongs to dag no-554 of Khatian no-25. That indicates, the defendant no-5 never 
purchased suit  A schedule land and  boundary of sale deed vide Ext-7 through which 
defendants purchased land not tallied with the dag, khatian and measurement of A 
schedule land.  
As per testimony of DW-2 it proves before this court that Khatian no-25 recorded in 
the name of Mozibar Rahaman , Nayma Khatun, Gaji Miah, Abdul Kuddus and Jinnat 
Bepary and in that Khatian name of P.H.E, Mankarchar not recorded. DW-2 further 
proved the fact that in Khatian no-25 dag no-438, 439 and 554  recorded in the name 
of predecessor of plaintiff and proforma defendant no-1.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion it can be safely decide here that 
plaintiff and counter claimant have got their right, title, interest over suit land and 
defendants after getting illegal recording of their names over suit A schedule land in 
settlement records erected building over A schedule land. Both issues above are 
answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 
9. ISSUE NO-3 :- Whether proforma defendant no-1 relinquished her share in dag 
no-554(more specifically in suit land) in favor of plaintiff:- 
In view of discussion and decision made in issue no-4&7, it is proved before the court 
that proforma defendant no-1 never relinquish the suit land in favor of plaintiff. As 
PW-1 in his cross-examination admitted such fact by deposing before this court that 
he has not give any share to proforma defendant from suit land and he have no deed 
of relinquishment showing the fact that proforma defendant ever relinquished her 
share to him. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff. 
 

10. ISSUE NO-6 CAUSE OF ACTION OF COUNTER CLAIM 
    In view of discussion and decision made in all the foregoing issues, it can be safely 

decide that counter claim has cause of action to decide. Hence this issue is answered 
in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  

11. ISSUE NO-5, 8 & 9:- RELIEFS 
All the above issues relates to reliefs of suit and counter claim, that is why all the 
above issues are taken together for discussion and decision. In the light of discussion 
and decision made in all the fore going issues I am of considered opinion that plaintiff 
and counter claimant is only entitled to get declaration about their right, title, 
interest over suit A schedule land and they are also entitled to get   value of suit A 
schedule land from defendants after execution of a sale deed. The plaintiff and 
counter claimant not entitled to get recovery of khas possession of suit A schedule 
land because as per their version the defendants already erected building of 
Mankarchar P.H.E, over suit A schedule land and it is known to all that construction of 
P.H.E, by Government of Assam is absolutely for public good and lots of public money 
also involved in the entire project. So, considering that fact this court not find any 
just or reasonable grounds for decreeing the suit in a way of eviction of defendants 
from suit A schedule land, rather this court thinks deem fit to pass decree by ordering 
the defendants to pay the present government market value of suit A schedule land to 
plaintiff and counter claimant. Hence, upon the above issues no-5 decided in negative 
and against the plaintiff, issue no-8 answered partly in affirmative and in favor of 
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plaintiff and counter claimant and issue no-9 is answered in affirmative and in favor 
of both parties.  
 
       (6) 
 
              ORDER 
 
12. In the result suit and counter claim is decreed  partly without  cost on contest by 
declaring right, title and interest of plaintiff and counter claimant over A schedule 
land. The plaintiff is entitled to get recovery market value of suit A schedule land 
from defendants. The counter claimant is entitled to get her share over A schedule 
land. The defendants are directed to pay the government market value of suit A 
schedule land to plaintiff and proforma defendant no-1 by way of execution of sale 
deed attracting the suit A schedule  within three month from the date of passing of 
this judgment.  
13.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
14.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this 
court on  21st day of February,  2013. 

 
 
 
 
 
   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  
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                                                       APPENDIX 
 
 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES              PW- 1 Md Gazi Rahaman 
            PW-2 Nur Jamal Miah 
      PW-2 Abdul Zalal 
      PW-3 Abdul Malek(double numbered) 
       
                                                             

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES:-           DW-1  Neheza Khatun 
       DW-2 A. Hussain Sarkar 
       DW-3 K. K Tamuli 
          DW-3 Haider Hossain(double numbered) 
          DW-4 Sony Pegu 
                                       
  

3. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -           Ext-1 Certified copy of Khatian 
     Ext-2(series) Rent receipt 
     Ext-3 Notice under section-80 of C.P.C 
            Ext-3(series) receipts and A/D Cards 
  Ext-4 Notice 
  Ext-5 Notice 
  Ext-6  Reply 
  Ext-7,8&9 Certified copy deeds 
 
 
 
 
 
 MUNSIFF NO-1 
                                                                                         Dhubri 


